The Teaching Voice

a workshop for faculty
Friday, November 18
8:30 am – 2:00 pm, includes continental breakfast and lunch

Coordinated by the Perlman Center for Learning and Teaching
Co sponsored by the Mellon Faculty Lifecycles grant

Workshop facilitator:

David Wiles, Associate Professor of Theater

This workshop, based on techniques used to train actors in the theater, is designed to assist faculty in developing simple, repeatable methods for using their voices efficiently and effectively in the classroom. We will focus on relaxation techniques, physical alignment and approaches to using the voice that will improve teaching and learning, reduce vocal fatigue and support vocal health.

Workshop limited to 16 participants
Requirements: Each participant should have a brief lecture (4-5 minutes long) prepared.
Stipend: $50 per participant
RSVP to: Jennifer Cox Johnson, Perlman Center for Learning and Teaching, Willis 207, x4192 or jcoxjohn@carleton.edu